
Fri 26 Oct

Red
Magnetic

Dragon
Purpose

Sat 27 Oct

White
Lunar
Wind

Challenge

Sun 28 Oct

Blue
Electric

Night
Bonding

Mon 29 Oct

Yellow
Self-Existing

Seed
Form

Tue 30 Oct

Red
Overtone

Serpent
Empowerment

Tue 6 Nov

Yellow
Crystal
Human
Cooperation

Mon 5 Nov

Blue
Spectral
Monkey
Liberation

Sun 4 Nov

White
Planetary
Dog
Manifestation

Sat 3 Nov

Red
Solar
Moon
Pulse

Wed 31 Oct

White
Rhythmic

World Bridger
Balance

Thu 1 Nov

Blue
Resonant

Hand
Inspiration

Fri 2 Nov

Yellow
Galactic
Star
Integrity

Wed 7 Nov

Red
Cosmic
Skywalker
Transcendence

Imix

Red Dragon
Wavespell

Oct 26 - Nov 7 
2018

What do I want to say that 
will help me to step out of 
duality and feel free to be 

myself at all times?

Which cycles am I ready to 
close so I can surrender to 
my true path and restore 

balance in my life?

What can I do to open my 
heart in order to experience 
self-love and manifest 

beautiful relationships?

What do I want to give 
birth to within the next 260 
days? How can I nurture 

myself on all levels?

Do I take time for stillness 
and introspection so I can 
find my inner treasures and 

be of service to others?

While I am clear with my 
intentions, what do I want 
to give shape to in order to 

grow and blossom?

What can I do today to feel 
energized and empowered 
to do the things I am truly 

passionate about?

In which ways do I take 
care of my body, mind, 
heart and soul in order to 
feel healthy and aligned?

Can I see beauty in 
everything and everybody 
in order to integrate all my 
experiences in harmony?

Am I allowing myself to 
feel what I am truly feeling 
right now so I can pulse 

my intention forward?

Which blockages can I 
release so that I can enjoy 
life and have more fun with 

all that I do?

How can I make wiser 
choices for myself and the 
greater good while I share 
my wisdom with others?

As I give closure to this 
Wavespell, how can I 
empty my backpack in 
order to get ready for my 

next adventure?
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